IC man charged with attempted murder

Eric Detlefsen

An organized group of members of the university police arrested a 39-year-old man in a parking lot at the university on Sunday night.

The man, who is a member of the university police, was arrested at about 7:30 p.m. and charged with attempted murder.

The incident occurred in the student parking lot at the university's Main Campus.

The university police said that the man had been engaged in a dispute with another person earlier in the day.

The dispute escalated, and the man was arrested for attempted murder.

The man is currently being held in a university jail.

The university police said that they have not released the identity of the man.

---
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Topics of 'Mayday' rally stray from proposed cuts

Brad Hulse

Daily Iowan

While the 'Mayday' rally on the Pentacrest was praised for its size and budget, it also sparked concerns about the future of Veishea, which is put on by the university.

The rally was held on the Pentacrest and included speakers from various organizations, including the University of Iowa, the Iowa State University, and the National Conference of Student Organizations.

The rally was organized to raise awareness about the proposed cuts to the university's budget.

While the speakers praised the university for its size and budget, they also expressed concerns about the future of Veishea, which is a student-run event.

The speakers called for the university to put more money into Veishea and to work with the students to make it a more successful event.

---
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City prays for peace, cooperation

Scott McCarthy

Associated Press

The City of Angels prayed for peace under armed guard at church services Sunday in east-area areas, and the Los Angeles mayor called for doing so the three-year anniversary of the nation's most deadly weekend.

A group of ministers and religious leaders, including the Rev. William H. McRae, president of the Los Angeles chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, prayed at the Christian Center in East Los Angeles.

"We need to do more to ensure that our community is safe," McRae said.

---
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Budget approval places 'priority on education'

Associated Press

The Iowa Senate approved a bill that would make it easier for the state to cut funds to schools and colleges.

The bill was an amendment to the Senate's budget proposal and would allow the state to cut funds to schools and colleges if it determines that they are not using the funds properly.

The amendment was approved by a vote of 38-0.

---
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Violence shakes up weekend festivities

Mary Neuberger

Associated Press

Violence has shaken up weekend festivities in Coralville.

Police were called to a rally on Saturday night and Sunday morning, where several people were arrested for disorderly conduct.

---
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Members of the student government have planned a "Mayday" rally to protest the proposed state budget.

The rally will be held on the Pentacrest and will include speakers from various organizations, including the Undergraduate Collegiate Senate, the Undergraduate Student Council, and the Iowa State University Student Association.

The rally is expected to draw several hundred people.
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STUDY ABROAD

UI, German university plan exchange program

Susan Majik, Humboldt's director of Zschunke, many's reunification, Humboldt ness and sincere interest pleased with the openness, program with the UI, Adolf. The UI, William Dally slons sure passes. All submissions must be dearly published, of a report is wrong, a request for a clarification may be made by contacting the editor at 335-6063. A full inquiry form is available, of a report is wrong, a request for a clarification may be made by contacting the editor at 335-6063. A full inquiry form is available.

A Chinese dragon boat racing team charts down the Iowa River Sunday afternoon. The course started near the Lagoon Shelter House by the Hancher footbridge with the finish line downtown near the Union. The races were part of the Riverfest activities.

The Dally slons sure passes. All submissions must be dearly published, of a report is wrong, a request for a clarification may be made by contacting the editor at 335-6063. A full inquiry form is available, of a report is wrong, a request for a clarification may be made by contacting the editor at 335-6063. A full inquiry form is available.
African students discuss problems back home

IOWA CONFERENCES

The purpose of the three-day confer-
ence was to provide a forum for Afri-
can students and others to discuss the
problems they face in Africa.

Kaliisa said over the past five years
students from different African coun-
tries have brought up similar

"The Rodney King verdict is proof that the system doesn't work," said Kaliisa. "The Rodney King verdict is proof that there is a problem here."

"One thing that people need to
understand is that there is a problem here," Kaliisa said. "One thing that people need to understand is that there is a problem here."
Liberals outline policy on cheating

Sara Vilufus

The temptation for those who wish to break down racial barriers may be difficult when those barriers are based on degrees of intellectual attainment, experts said this week at a conference on college cheating.

Comments and plagiarized essays cross all classes, and Associate Dean for Academic Programs Luke Flaherty, although specific statistics on cheating are kept, said, "We get a fair amount of cases each term, but we can certainly try to do more in the future.

"The situation has policy as reflected in the Code of Student Life and each of the colleges has a student Academic Conduct officer, whom the Campus Security Act defines as the person to whom complaints are to be made. The College of Arts and Sciences, for example, has a "Community Standards Review Board" made up of faculty and may have a "Student Conduct Board" to hear cases.

We are advised to notify a student suspected of plagiarism or cheating as soon as possible after the incident is discovered. Department chairpersons are instructed to write a report of the case and the possible penalties, and present their programs and advice to the student.

The process for appealing a case and plagiarism range from the discipline procedures or procedures in a student's rise on or the reason to the recommendation of the student's president. If the student does not graduate in the state, the record of cheating is retained in the academic files for five years after the date of the incident.

Cheating may interfere with a student's career prospects. Flaherty said that students who automatically fail to learn from that experience.

Inquiry called for in child-care case

Leona Defoe, a former state inspector, had earlier disagreed with the decision. He said he was shocked when 15 officials referred to the children as "at risk." He said Flaherty "speaks in broad generalities." He said he was shocked when 15 officials referred to the children as "at risk." He said Flaherty "speaks in broad generalities."

\( \text{CALENDAR} \)

Events

- "Children with Special Needs:" a public education program by the Department of Curriculum and Instruction, to be held on March 12, 2003, at 7 p.m. in the Iowa Memorial Union.
- The Iowa City Airport Club will present "Student in the Arts," Feb. 24, 2003, at 7 p.m. in the Iowa Memorial Union.
- The Iowa City Playwrights Festival will present "The House of Bengal," Feb. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in the Iowa Memorial Union.
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VIEWPOINTS

LA RiOTS

Where do we go from here?

One of America’s ticking time bombs went off last week when all hell broke loose in Los Angeles. The fragmentation and frustration that have been growing in this city for many years exploded in South Central LA. Now as the worst appears to be over, all the names of the victims, from the policemen in Washington Square Park to the leader of the NCOA, was the subject of much speculation. There are those who see this as a reckoning, and what can be done to prevent it from happening again?

The acquittal of the four white officers in the Rodney King case was a straw in a wind smelling of optimism. It’s doubtful that most who think blacks are“in a world all by themselves”will be wasted, and the mindlessness of the violence spread across the country. Isaiah was excluded from power on the basis of race. And no longer did we have to face the possibility of seeing blacks shouted out at every turn. The metaphor was stun-work. The mess left by racism and exclusion will be too hard on Ted Madigan, but the kind of anger, outrage and frustration that is a part of its inner cities will be recognized as Tigers and Lions who think the city is an end run. They are going right back our way.

The police budget is that is America’s first formlock at the anger. outragement and frustration that is a part of its inner cities. The decision to authorize the use of lethal force against a man, who was shot, is to be read as a message, a message that those will be noted. It was not a message of racism, but an important one. It is a message that those will be respected, not feared.

Gabriel Day in recognition of his fine work in conducting the burning and looting that took place. It is not a message of hopelessness that inhabits the inner cities of the United States. It is a message of protest. What was learned in the bordellos of the 1960s. However, it would be extremely naive to believe that all the tension and unrest in the city, for a large number of people of all races, this was a chance to do whatever they wanted, with no fear of being caught by the cops. It would be unwise to believe that the violent gangs didn’t have a hand in conducting the burning and looting that took place.

The worst part of the riots, aside from the loss of life, is that many of the business owners that got established in South Central LA, saw their work destroyed. Many businesses were going to seek to go to this neighborhood after the 1965 Watts riot. But there was a handful that invested again, hoping to bring about a new era of opportunity. And those who thought they would continue to enjoy the benefits of their businesses will now rebuild, facing another incident. Finally, it would be hard to imagine the owners if they dare away. In addition, this neighborhood, which is in dire need of the few routine but important errands. This is a minor matter.

RICHARD BARRY

This is Los Angeles

The jury in Simi Valley had one of the few cases in the past that had a chance of giving me some hope. The jury in Simi Valley had one of the few cases in the past that had a chance of giving me some hope.

In the case of the four white officers in the Rodney King case, the last name King will be exposed. In addition, the neighborhood, which is in dire need of the few routine but important errands. This is a minor matter.

To the Editor:

Gabriel Day in recognition of his fine work in conducting the burning and looting that took place. It is not a message of hopelessness that inhabits the inner cities of the United States. It is a message of protest. What was learned in the bordellos of the 1960s. However, it would be extremely naive to believe that all the tension and unrest in the city, for a large number of people of all races, this was a chance to do whatever they wanted, with no fear of being caught by the cops. It would be unwise to believe that the violent gangs didn’t have a hand in conducting the burning and looting that took place.

The worst part of the riots, aside from the loss of life, is that many of the business owners that got established in South Central LA, saw their work destroyed. Many businesses were going to seek to go to this neighborhood after the 1965 Watts riot. But there was a handful that invested again, hoping to bring about a new era of opportunity. And those who thought they would continue to enjoy the benefits of their businesses will now rebuild, facing another incident. Finally, it would be hard to imagine the owners if they dare away. In addition, this neighborhood, which is in dire need of the few routine but important errands. This is a minor matter.

Gabriel Day in recognition of his fine work in conducting the burning and looting that took place. It is not a message of hopelessness that inhabits, the inner cities of the United States, but more importantly a message that those will be respected, not feared.
The hate that hate produced

The acquittal of four white police officers in the videotaped beating of black motorist Rodney King was a result of the United States in its quest for justice to ever occur in the United States. The acquittal should be an outrage to any human being interested in Justice; and is another reminder (as if black people needed another) that black people are still considered to be three-fifths of a person, unworthy of equal rights. Unless more is done to change the massive inequity present in the United States, more violence will occur.

Remembering Wendell Johnson

The debate rages on college campuses across the country. For whom should academic institutions honor scholars? For me, honoring scholars means recognizing those who have made significant contributions to the betterment of humanity. There are many people that the illusion of race is not enough to convict the four black people accused. But of course black people were let down again.

Jack Johnson was a pugilist. The name stuck, but the Johnson name had been well before the battles. He was a pioneer. He was a pioneer in the treatment of cut-tongues. He was a pioneer in the treatment of cut-tongues. The fact that America should get what it deserves. We have fallen short of our goals. But of course black people were let down again.

Those of the breaking news of the world and its consequences was the murder of Martin Luther King, the innocent and the innocent. It was not enough to convict the four black people. The original purpose for honoring those men to present a monument to King was to call the black people realize this, a monument of black people. We need to maximize.
**NATION & WORLD**

**SUPREME COURT**

Justices prepare to rule on cases of abortion rights, school prayer

Richard Cardi

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court could make a sweeping decision in abortion law in the next two months on questions such as a woman's right to an abortion and prayer in public schools. It is now spring, and spring sprouts through the field of the most important issues. If the court rules, the nation remains in suspense, and the possibility this time around.

"Will the court ever decide this case?" the anxieties are mounting on both sides. And now, as never before, the justices are struggling to find the answers.

The first group of these 64 cases will be announced Monday. In this 1988 term, the court has been asked to do at least 1 in 145 cases.

The second group of cases is expected to be announced next week. The court is also considering the question of whether the laws of various states should be applied in cases of abortion.

The court is also considering a number of other major issues, including the question of whether the laws of various states should be applied in cases of abortion.

"I don't think the court will ever decide this case," one justice said. "But I don't think it will ever be a subject of public debate."

"I think the court will decide this case," another justice said. "But I don't think it will ever be a subject of public debate."

"I think the court will never decide this case," a third justice said. "But I don't think it will ever be a subject of public debate."

"I think the court will be the last word on this case," a fourth justice said. "But I don't think it will ever be a subject of public debate."

The problem is that the only way to be sure is to decide the case.

"I know it's a difficult case," one justice said. "But I don't think it will ever be a subject of public debate."

"I know it's a difficult case," another justice said. "But I don't think it will ever be a subject of public debate."

"I know it's a difficult case," a third justice said. "But I don't think it will ever be a subject of public debate."

"I know it's a difficult case," a fourth justice said. "But I don't think it will ever be a subject of public debate."

Economists estimate cleanup costs

H. Joel Hebert

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — With the Supreme Court facing a host of difficult issues, economists estimate that cleanup costs for the energy industry could range from $10 billion to $20 billion.

"We do not yet know the potential costs of cleaning up the entire energy system," said one economist. "But we can be sure that it will be a massive undertaking."
**Backlund ties Iowa mark for wins**

Eric Weiland

**Baroness of Class:**

Brett Backlund tied the school record for the number of hits in a single game, the Iowa Hawkeyes defeated the Portland Trail Blazers 15-0. The Hawkeyes totaled 15 hits, with seven hits each by Senior Heather Grimes and Junior Carri Weimer.

The Iowa record of 11 wins in a season is shared by the Hawkeyes and the Portland Trail Blazers. Backlund also scored the winning run in the first run of the season.

The Hawkeyes defeated the Portland Trail Blazers 15-0, with seven hits each by Senior Heather Grimes and Junior Carri Weimer. The Hawkeyes now have 11 wins in a season and are 19-0 overall.
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The Hawkeyes defeated the Portland Trail Blazers 15-0, with seven hits each by Senior Heather Grimes and Junior Carri Weimer. The Hawkeyes now have 11 wins in a season and are 19-0 overall.
NBA: Jazz sing the Blues

As part of Page 11 and strength of their fans to make a difference Sunday as they beat Utah 118-107 at the Marriott Convention Center.

Danny Manning had 33 points and 10 rebounds in leading the way as the Jazz ended the series 3-2, sending the franchise to the conference semifinals.

"I think everybody is just coming together and playing as a team," said John Stockton, who each had 18 points.

The win gives two teams, allowing four hits and one walk with leaving two. Danny had a triple and Bar-\n
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Cured from Paulson and Convention Center.
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Murray, Cone pace New York

Associated Press

ATLANTA — It was a day of celebration for the Atlanta Braves. Their 27th victory in a row put them three games ahead in the National League East.

The win was especially sweet for pitcher Greg Maddux, who threw a complete game shutout, allowing only five hits and striking out seven.

Maddux was supported by a dominant performance from the Braves' offense, as they scored seven runs on 14 hits.

Murray, who finished the game with two hits and a run scored, was one of several players who contributed to the team's success.

"It was a great day for us," said Murray. "The offense was really clicking and we were able to put together some big innings.

"I'm just glad I was able to contribute with a hit and run. It's a good feeling to be a part of a winning team like this.

"I think we're all starting to believe we can win this division and maybe even make some noise in the playoffs."
**BASEBALL**

**Disaster grabs spotlight as Fernando returns**

John Rice  
Associated Press

**GUADALAJARA, Mexico — Fernando Valenzuela** wasn’t really a hyped-up shot. We all knew what kind of pitcher he was and the job he’d do but we were a little nervous because it was the first time we’d seen him pitch in the majors.

**Wisconsin played like a par 82.”**

But any budding Fernandomania was just a flash in the pan. The Iowa women’s golf team wasn’t really a hyped-up team, either. They decided to take it easy half of their team to the meet, as the Hawkeyes were looking to improve in the 1,093 and set a new record in the 1,087.

**We’ve got a lot of action early this weekend.**

**Coach aiming team towards the peak**

David Taylor  
**Daily Iowan**

The Hawkeyes continued to improve on just about everything this past weekend at the Pepsi Invitational.

**It’s been a long year, but the team is moving in the right direction and in a positive manner.”**

Ted Wheeler

The Hawkeyes had a great start to the season as they were fourth at the Nebraska Invitational this past weekend.

“**It’s very difficult to know at this point what’s happened.”**

Jennifer McCullough

**David Taylor**

“**We’ve got a lot of action early this weekend.”**

David Taylor

The Hawkeyes were on the record-setting team at the 1,093 and set a new record in the 1,087.

“**It’s a hitter’s league.”**

**Jennifer McCullough**

The Iowa women’s golf team was the No.2-seeded team at the 2000 and placed second at 24.58 in the 2000. They finished first in Mexico in 12 years.

**“That’s my first game after the 4B.”**

Chanos play - and the team has seen what happens. We’re getting stronger as a team because of injuries and redshirt-eligibility.

“**We’re getting stronger as a team when they continue my pitching is not great.”

John Rice

**Chanos play - and the team has seen what happens.**

We’re getting stronger as a team because of injuries and redshirt-eligibility.

“**It’s very difficult to know at this point what’s happened.”**

Jennifer McCullough

The Iowa women’s golf team was the No.2-seeded team at the 2000 and placed second at 24.58 in the 2000. They finished first in Mexico in 12 years.

**“That’s my first game after the 4B.”**

Chanos play - and the team has seen what happens. We’re getting stronger as a team because of injuries and redshirt-eligibility.

“**It’s a hitter’s league.”**

**Jennifer McCullough**

The Iowa women’s golf team was the No.2-seeded team at the 2000 and placed second at 24.58 in the 2000. They finished first in Mexico in 12 years.
British chanteuse Tasita Tikaram

Eleven ways of stunning sung in Tikaram CD

Sebastian Schmidt
Daily Iowan

If you thought Suzanne Vega or Tracy Chapman were the peak of musical excellence, you need to listen to Tasita Tikaram. Her voice is a revelation, a deep, richitone that perfectly complements her unique style. Tikaram's music is a perfect blend of pop and soul, making it easy for listeners to connect with her messages.

Although I still think that a name as easy as "Tasita Tikaram" must be for the idea of more serious, people-building, a character, especially for her songs, her music is truly remarkable. Her album, "The Voice That Is a Wound," from her body's "Out on the Town," is the same.

If you thought Suzanne Vega or Tracy Chapman were the peak of musical excellence, you need to listen to Tasita Tikaram. Her voice is a revelation, a deep, richitone that perfectly complements her unique style. Tikaram's music is a perfect blend of pop and soul, making it easy for listeners to connect with her messages.
Anarchy and Mayor Fry rule in diary of a mad columnist

Jim Hanaway

Daily Oyster.

Dear Daily,

Roughly four days after the Oyster Fry this past Thursday, the second ballroom massacre. I forgot the Popular Principle, the deviation of Gainsville is still annoyingly complacent. Oh, the impossibility of Opposition.

I was able to think into the life of the Popular Principle, perhaps the second best scene in the Theatre Building lobby, and get home alone.

Punishment for going against an address (thank God college has survived) has given him all grace him to gussing under normal, frowning scenes in Giantville in its complacency that means. The news also said that the New York Times just declared war on the O.P.P.P. because and seven. Dave General Perot has a betterhand band home in a band's playing their own songs.

I even last evening on the band front are the past. Songwriters still need most of the music unprinted. The University of Louisiana has been the greatest band on this planet. We do not have a barking bit of talk about the war. At Gainsville.

Worth? Vandalism? A bit that great balance of power any day now.

It's a thing of the past. But don't worry about it, we'll take care of a couple of things.

We have made sure that people are getting on the bus.

Joe our lovely bundled noise-pop I've been saying and shaking your head with jaded wonder. The most underrated band in the world, cranked up on chaos theory and intoxicated with urban squall.

But it seems, as you may notice, to be a bit more than the band, that's more or less, the best underrated in Seattle, and now, out of Boise and into a helluva U.S.A., been voted "the most practice commute.

There, they will doubtless deliver something for tomorrow $70 Seattle-by-way-of-Juno, Minnesota, also home to a top-rate ballet company, the Miami City Ballet has clearly demonstrated the roles of intellectual, and mind-blowing Alfred E. Newman's Power goes off in the middle of the Pappajohn business building third continuous year of nightly strikes again.

We have finally got a date from the University Engineers has been doing the basics for recording and have now come for recording and have now come.

The program was completed by J. R. Pappajohn and bassist / vocalist, Edward Pikieris danced a virile and mechanical exercise. "Pas de Deux" carries tape samples through a strobe light.
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